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ITEM# CODE DESCRIPTION
27147 Stripper Cleaner & Lubricating Spray
5159 STRP12 12 lb. Canister

DESCRIPTION

Galvanizing build-up is bad for roll forming equipment, production 
efficiency, and profits.  The Stripper is a degalvanizing agent that 
strips your machine of messy build up. It sprays on red for easy 
visibility. Simply Spray it on rollers of forming machines and 
press dies and the special ingredients get right to work releasing 
and removing galvanized build up. Then high quality lubricants 
take over to keep precision machines running smoothly...at peak 
efficiency... day in, day out.

The convenient 12 pound canister has a precise, powerful, long 
spray pattern. This makes it the best choice to safely get to the 
tightest roll formers and die sets in sheet metal shops, without 
the danger of getting too close to the rollers.   This innovative, 
dynamic option eliminates the need for cumbersome individual 
cans and is great for larger shops.

     TYPICAL PROPERTIES
Type:  Aerosol
Color:  Red
Odor:  Mild solvent
Spray Pattern: Coarse mist
Active Ingredient: Base oil solvent
VOC:  Less than 50% by weight
Flammability: Flammable liquid and vapor
Storage Life:  1 year. Do not store in direct sunlight.
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APPLICATION

Temperature: 60°F to 90°F (15.5°C to 32.2°C). Keep at 70°F 
for optimum performance. If canister temperature falls below 
70°F, move it to a warm area until optimum performance is 
achieved.
Preparation: Clean object or surface thoroughly
Method: Keeps rolls, dies, punching, searing and notching 
blades operating freely. Prevents galvanization build-up and 
cleans lubricating rollers, chains, etc.
Clean up: Mineral spirits

PRECAUTIONS
Flammable Liquid and vapor. Keep away from open flame. 
Do not expose to heat or store above 120°F.
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